
Abstract Previous literature has documented the impact of critics on audience
choices of movies. We investigate three issues regarding professional critics in the
motion picture industry. First we document whether and to what extent critics and
their recommendations exhibit a statistical bias toward specific studios. We show
that reviews by a number of critics are significantly affected by the film distributor’s
identity. A second question is whether audiences are able to distinguish between
biased and unbiased critics. We cannot support the view that audiences put less
weight on the views of biased critics; in fact, they may listen to them more. Third, we
try to characterize critics who are more prone to bias. Surprisingly, but in accord
with reputation models, we find that more reputable critics may be more biased; in
particular, critics based in L.A. tend to significantly prefer specific studios.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to explore the existence and consequences of possible
biases in the recommendations of film critics. Critics and reviewers are ubiquitous
today in many markets. In important industries, such as investment banking, motion
pictures, theater, book publishing, and many others, professional critics and
reviewers actively shape and influence consumers’ decision-making processes (see
Basuroy, Chatterjee, & Ravid, 2003; Caves, 2000; Eliashberg & Shugan, 1997; Greco,
1997; Holbrook, 1999; Jegadeesh et al., 2004; Michaely & Womack, 1999; Morgan &
Stocken, 2003; Reddy, Swaminathan, & Motley, 1998). Recent scandals involving
analysts only highlight the degree of dependency on outside reviews in these mar-
kets. After Enron’s CEO Kenneth Lay’s announcement on October 16, 2001 that the
company would lose $1.2 billion in shareholder equity, the Prudential Securities
analyst who followed Enron wrote that she was ‘‘dismayed’’ but kept a buy rating on
the stock and did not reduce her target price which was $55. Enron was trading at
$33 at the time. The Lehman Brothers analyst told clients to ‘‘rustle up a little
courage’’ and maintained a strong buy rating on the stock (Bruce, 2002).

The motion picture industry is important both within the U.S. and as an export
industry, with significant cultural implications. The film industry’s direct and indirect
impact on the economy of the state of California alone is estimated to be around
$27.5 billion (www.mpaa.org). Worldwide box office revenue reached $23.42 billion
in 2005 with 1.4 billion admissions in the U.S. alone (www.mpaa.org). Eliashberg and
Shugan (1997), Holbrook (1999), and Basuroy et al. (2003) show that movie critics
affect the box office revenues of movies. Reddy, Swaminathan, and Motley (1998)
and Caves (2000), discussing Broadway shows, suggest that critics wield ‘‘nearly life
and death’’ power over theaters.

More than one-third of Americans actively seek the advice of critics (Wall Street
Journal, March 25, 1994; B1). In addition, about one out of every three filmgoers
says she or he chooses films because of favorable reviews. Studios try to strategically
manage the review process, excerpting positive reviews in their advertising, and
delaying or foregoing advance screenings if they anticipate bad reviews (Wall Street
Journal, April 27 2001; B1). In recent years, the desire for good reviews on the part
of the studios has even prompted some people to engage in deceptive practices. For
example, Sony Pictures Entertainment admitted inventing a fake critic named David
Manning to pump several films in print advertisements including A Knight’s Tale and
The Animal (Boston Globe, June 19, 2001; E1).

In spite of the attention given to critical reviews in the literature, an important
question that has not been addressed is whether or not reviews show a corporate
bias.

There is a large body of literature in finance, which studies biases that may be
inherent in analysts’ stock recommendations and in bond ratings. Several of these
papers point to inherent conflicts of interest, and argue that analysts may tend to
favor firms with which their companies have other business dealings. Michaely and
Womack (1999), who document such partiality, also conclude, using event study
methodology, that the market does not fully adjust for the bias. Other papers discuss
other possible sources of benefits to analysts who provide over-optimistic views (see
Hong, Lim, & Stein, 2000). In late 2002, a considerable number of scandals erupted
having to do with biased analysts’ recommendations.
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Any biased recommendation by a rational agent involves a cost benefit trade-off.
If analysts and rating services are to collect economic rents, their views must have
some value. If the views are known to be biased, this value must drop. In a similar
fashion, if film critics are known to be biased, it will be harder to sell newspapers or
advertise on shows that carry these views. In the case of analysts, biases have been
clearly documented. As we will argue later, it is not clear whether we can expect
more or less bias from analysts or from critics in equilibrium (nor can we test such a
proposition) because in the case of analysts, both the risks and the rewards are
higher.

In line with this research, the first question that we address in this paper is
whether film critics exhibit a statistical bias toward specific studios. We find evidence
that seems to support this view.

In the second part of our investigation, we try to assess whether audiences are
able to distinguish between the unbiased and the biased sets of reviewers. We argue
that audiences may prefer to follow critics with weaker corporate connections rather
than those with stronger connections. However, in our empirical work we find no
evidence to support the view that audiences appear to prefer unbiased critics.

The last question that we investigate is whether the reputation of critics is related
to the degree of their corporate connections. Hong, Kubik, and Solomon (2000) find
that young analysts are more likely than their older counterparts to quit for poor
forecast accuracy and bold forecasts. Furthermore, they find that young analysts are
less bold than their older counterparts, consistent with the predictions of reputation
based herding models (Gibbons & Murphy, 1992; Prendergast & Stole, 1996;
Scharfstein & Stein, 1990; Zwiebel, 1995). In line with this research, we present some
evidence consistent with the observation that critics with a better reputation exhibit
stronger corporate biases than those with a worse reputation. This may happen
because of the life-cycle implications above (see Gibbons & Murphy, 1992, Jackson,
2003). Another possibility is that studios that decide to influence critics target well-
known reviewers or those with higher reputation.

As we have just argued, in the case of analysts as well as in the case of movie
critics, one may advance the argument that biased reviews may taint the reviewer’s
reputation. We now consider briefly the costs and benefits of bias for each profes-
sion.

One can argue that it is easier and safer to fudge a movie review than an analyst’s
research report. If an analyst, who is aware that a company is in trouble, produces a
buy recommendation, and then the company falls flat, this failure may count against
him. The value of movies is more subjective. A critic may think a movie is terrible
and yet give it a good review, and there is no obvious reckoning. Films do not ‘‘go
bankrupt.’’

For example, the movie Chicken Little which opened on 11/4/05 was described as
a ‘‘terrible movie’’ by the New York Times, panned by the Wall Street Journal and
yet, Time magazine said: ‘‘It is one of the funniest and most exhilarating movies in
years. ’’ Larry King, the influential TV host, was quoted in the ad for that movie as
saying: ‘‘A pure delight! Chicken Little has something for everyone.’’ Other
apparently positive reviews appeared in the Washington Post and in People maga-
zine. Thus, if a critic had gone on a junket given by the film’s distributor, and in spite
of his negative view of Chicken Little had given it the thumbs up, it is not clear his
reputation would have suffered as much as the reputation of an analyst who had
missed Enron’s fall.
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Thus, the ‘‘reputation cost’’ of a biased review, even in the absence of career
concerns, is lower for movies. Ergo, even relatively modest rewards may convince a
critic to bias a review in favor of a studio. In the case of analysts, the cost of a biased
opinion may be higher, and so may be the potential financial benefits.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we explore the
current literature in finance and marketing on analysts and reviewers and formulate
the key hypotheses. Then, we describe the data and empirical results. The last
section concludes and offers some discussion and implications.

2 Theory and hypotheses

Studios often invite critics on their sets, arrange for interviews with stars and
directors, provide them with details regarding the movies, etc. Such sources of
information and inside scoops are the bread and butter of the profession. A critic’s
career would be in serious jeopardy if such connections were severed.1 It has been
reported that Rod Lurie, formerly of Los Angeles magazine, was ‘‘banned for life’’
by Warner Bros. for describing Danny DeVito as ‘‘a testicle with arms’’ in his Other
People’s Money review (Lovell, 1997). Jay Stone reports in the Ottawa Citizen (June
8, 2001) in a long article on the source of ‘‘blurbs’’ (short quotes the studio uses for
advertising). ‘‘Some studios will phone critics for quotes, which some critics will
provide giving ad worthy blurbs that might not even appear in their reviews. Some
do this so they will stay on the list for free junkets whereby the studio will fly the
critic to some garden spot—Los Angeles, Hawaii or New Mexico to view the film,
interview the star eat free food, stay in a free hotel room, receive a per diem
allowance, get a lot of free movie related swag, and by the way, provide a good quote
in the enthusiastic story about this upcoming masterpiece.’’ Roger Ebert (June 7,
2001) says that David Poland, an industry analyst, pegs the per diem on such junkets
at $200 a day.

A second link between the critic and the studios may emerge through the studio’s
relationship with the newspaper for which the critic writes.2 For example, Time-
Warner-AOL owned New Line Cinema as well as a host of newspapers and mag-
azines, including Time and Entertainment Weekly. Therefore, the ownership of
certain magazines and newspapers and the films being reviewed in these magazines
may be connected. This type of connection is less prevalent in our data, but may
affect behavior following the wave of media mergers in the 1990s and the early 21st
century. In many instances, even if the magazine and the studio are not owned by the
same corporation, a magazine may depend heavily on advertisement revenues from
studios. Therefore the type of reviews that appear in the magazines could boost or
hurt the advertising revenues of the magazine. Reuter and Zitzewitz (2004) find that
some financial publications are more likely to recommend mutual funds that
advertise with them. In the financial world, investment banking firms often utilize
analysts as marketers. Lauricella (2001) describes the situation at Bear Stearns in
which a bank stock analyst received a call from the head of the firm’s bond trading
desk. The trader wanted the analyst to start covering a small banking stock because

1 Differential access to information for financial analysts may have been reduced since the intro-
duction of regulation FD. See Heflin, Subramanyam, and Zhang (2003).
2 See Bruce (2002).
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it was a potential customer. Analysts claim that they are under heavy pressure to
issue favorable ratings for firms that are investment banking or trading customers of
the analyst’s firm.

As we have argued, a similar situation may face film critics in major newspapers
and other media outlets.3 This leads us to propose the following main hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: Film critics may exhibit a distributor bias.
While corporate connections would appear to create too many favorable reviews,

they may also be reflected in negative or indifferent reviews for ‘‘out of favor’’
studios.

The second issue that we want to address is whether consumers follow the
opinions and recommendations of seemingly biased critics. In the finance literature
there is conflicting evidence regarding the effects of such recommendations. Dugar
and Nathan (1995) find that, despite the fact that affiliated analysts are more opti-
mistic, their earnings’ forecasts ‘‘are, on average, as accurate as those of non-
investment banker analysts.’’ More recently, however, Dechow, Hutton, and Sloan
(1999) conclude that the earnings estimates of underwriters’ analysts are significantly
more positive than those of unaffiliated analysts, and that stocks are most overpriced
when they are covered by affiliated underwriters. However, an equally credible
theory is that underwriters’ recommendations will be not only unbiased but also
more accurate than those of non-affiliated equity analysts. Allen and Faulhaber
(1989) suggest that investment bankers will have superior information on firms they
have underwritten. Based on these studies, Michaely and Womack (1999) suggest
that if underwriter analysts have superior information about issuing firms through
their due diligence process, their recommendations should be more accurate than
those of non-underwriter analysts. However, Michaely and Womack (1999) find no
empirical support for this hypothesis. In fact, they show that affiliated analysts tend
to recommend ‘‘worse’’ stocks, but that the market does not fully incorporate the
extent of the bias. The acid test here is whether consumers can distinguish the
different types of analysts and critics and act accordingly. Our second hypothesis
tests this issue.4

Hypothesis 2: The audience will distinguish between seemingly biased critics and
others.

The last question we explore is what type of critic is more likely to exhibit cor-
porate connections. Hong, Kubik, and Solomon (2000) test herding models along the
lines of Scharfstein and Stein (1990), Trueman (1994), Zwiebel (1995), and Pren-
dergast and Stole (1996). Hong et al. (2000) find that young analysts are more likely
than their older counterparts to leave the profession because of poor forecast
accuracy. Furthermore, they find that young analysts are less bold than their older
counterparts, consistent with the predictions of reputation and herding models.

Thus, the somewhat paradoxical prediction of this large literature is that analysts
and critics with higher reputation may be better targets for influence by corporations

3 As noted, direct cross ownership ties between studios and media outlets were not that common in
the early 1990s, however, one cannot discount advertising and similar links. Unfortunately, there is
no data related to the latter connection.
4 Basuroy, Chatterjee and Ravid (2003) find that negative reviews hurt revenues more than positive
reviews help revenues in the early weeks of a film’s release. This suggests that whereas studios favor
positive reviews and dislike negative reviews, the impact is not symmetric. However, that study did
not investigate the box office effects of biased or unbiased critics, or critics who have or do not have
corporate influence.
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than ones with lower reputation. In other words, as a critic’s reputation increases, he
or she is allowed to make more mistakes and thus he or she will see the cost of biased
reporting going down.

Besides the fact that high reputation critics may be more able to trade-off some of
their reputation in exchange for favors from the studio, it is also likely that studios
would be most interested in targeting more influential critics, and thus the benefits of
straying will increase. For both of these reasons, we propose the following hypoth-
esis:

Hypothesis 3: (life cycle) Distributor bias will vary with the reputation or influ-
ence of the critic.

In the next section, we describe the data and empirically test the three hypotheses
developed in this section.

3 Empirical analysis

3.1 Data

Our sample was chosen based on random sampling with the ‘‘sampling universe’’
being all the films listed in the ‘‘Crix Pics’’ section of the Variety magazine between
late 1991 and early 1993. We decided on purpose to proceed with a sample of films
that was collected some time ago. First, this is an investigation of the nature of
statistical bias, not a condemnation of any individual or individuals. Second, this
sample has been thoroughly cleaned and corrected (see Ravid, 1999; Ravid &
Basuroy, 2004). Third, we do not believe that human nature has changed much since
the early 1990s. Fourth, it is more difficult to match reviews with critics in the current
Variety column.5 This sample was later pared down to 172 films because of various
missing values for some of the relevant independent variables. Our sample contains
156 MPAA rated films and 19 foreign productions, and covers about one-third of all
MPAA-affiliated films released between 1991 and 1993 (a total of 475 MPAA-
affiliated films were released between 1991 and 1993; see Vogel, 1998, Table 3.2,
p. 73). The data come from three sources: Baseline Services in California, various
issues (1991–1993) of the Variety magazine, and Internet Movie Data Base
(www.imdb.com).

Opinions of movie critics are classified by Variety magazine into three distinct
categories: ‘‘pro,’’ ‘‘con,’’ and ‘‘mixed.’’ The ‘‘pro’’ reviews clearly identify a movie
in the most positive light, while the ‘‘con’’ reviews clearly identify the movie in the
most negative light. The ‘‘mixed’’ reviews are the ones where the critics effectively
identify the movie in ‘‘neutral’’ light. The classifications are based on the reviewers’
own assessments. Ravid (1999) and Ravid and Basuroy (2004) only had summary
measures of critical reviews. For this research, we checked the individual issues of
Variety for names and affiliation of each reviewer. We gathered a total of 141 dif-
ferent critics who reviewed the 172 movies in our sample, with an average of 33.6
movies reviewed per critic and a median of 17 movies. We incorporate two critic

5 We acknowledge that due to the internet and the current availability of information, the extent of
bias may have changed.
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summary variables.6 The first is an index of critics’ opinions, AVEREV, where a
positive review is coded as +1, a mixed review is coded as a 0, and a negative review
is coded as a –1. This new index is an average over the reviewers of these codes. The
average proportion of ‘‘pro’’ reviews (GOODREV) for a movie in our sample is
0.43, which is similar to the corresponding sample value reported by Eliashberg and
Shugan (1997). NUMREV stands for the total number of reviews a movie received.
The other variable is a measure of dispersion of the critics opinion, VARREV, equal
to the variance of the critics reviews, where those are again coded, +1, 0, and –1.
Relevant descriptive statistics of our sample are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

Additionally, we collected data on which U.S. distributor(s) released each film by
consulting the IMDB database.

In the following tests we also control for several additional variables. Numerous
studies show that MPAA ratings are important determinants of movie revenues and
rates of return.7 In our sample, the proportions of G, PG, PG13, and R rated films
are 3%, 14%, 25%, and 53%, respectively. This distribution closely matches that of
all films released between 1991 and 1993 (1.5% G, 15.8% PG, 22.1% PG13, and
60.7% R; see the Blockbuster Guide to Movies and Videos). We use the ratings as
dummy variables with the non-rated films as the default.

Table 1 Means and Standard
Deviations of all 172
observations for all variables

Variable Mean Standard deviation

LNDOMEST 1.454 2.409
LNINTER 0.310 2.521
LNTOTREV 2.573 1.744
RATE 2.291 2.631
LNWK1DOM –0.282 2.558
LNBUDGET 2.311 1.040
UNKNOWN 0.163 0.370
NEXT 0.099 0.299
GOODREV 0.431 0.255
AVEREV 0.116 0.464
NUMREV 20.971 10.004
VARREV 0.504 0.187
RELEASE 0.630 0.157
Fraction of sequels 0.064
Fraction of Movies Rated G 0.029
Fraction of Movies Rated PG 0.145
Fraction of Movies Rated PG13 0.256
Fraction of Movies Rated R 0.535

Table 2 Review summary
statistics

Average number
of reviews/critic

Standard
deviation

Median Minimum Maximum

33.560 34.691 17 1 139

6 For the reader’s convenience, we include an appendix with definitions of all variables used in the
analysis.
7 See Ravid (1999), Simonoff and Sparrow (2000), Fee (2002), or De Vany and Walls (2002).
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Star power can, in principle, significantly impact box office revenues8. We classify
talent based on a Baseline services provided list of the director, and up to 8 main cast
members. We then consult several sources in order to characterize the cast members
as ‘‘stars,’’ ‘‘just’’ actors or ‘‘unknowns.’’ For the first definition of a ‘‘star,’’ we
identify all cast members who had won a Best Actor or Best Actress Award (Oscar)
in prior years. A dummy variable AWARD denotes films in which at least one actor
or the director had won an academy award. An alternate measure is NEXT. This
dummy variable receives a value of one if any leading member of the cast had
participated in a top-ten grossing movie in the previous year. These two variables
define two alternate sets of ‘‘star-studded’’ films. The measures that we have sug-
gested so far are reasonably common in studies of the movie industry. However, we
tried other specifications as well. We collected Best Actor/Actress award nomina-
tions as well as director nominations for each film in the sample. Two variables were
defined—ANYAWARD and VALAWARD. The first one, ANYAWARD, re-
ceives a value of one if one of the actor/actress or director had been nominated for
an award. This increases the number of films in the ‘‘star-studded’’ classification (at
least one nomination) to 76 out of 172. The second variable, VALAWARD, mea-
sures recognition value, assigning 1 to each nomination and 2 to each award winner
who participated in each film. These new variables do not perform differently (in
terms of sign and statistical significance) than the AWARD and NEXT variables,
and hence results are generally not reported.

We also consider another dummy variable, UNKNOWN. This variable receives a
value of 1 for films in which all cast members did not appear in either of the two
major references on movies: Katz (1994) or Maltin (1995). Presumably, if leading
cast members are not listed anywhere, the film must be in the opposite end of the
star kingdom. If the stars provide significant benefits, ‘‘unknown’’ films should bring
in least revenues.

Baseline Services provided the budget (negative cost) of each film (LNBUD-
GET) that included production costs but not marketing costs, as well as domestic,
international and video revenues. Few papers have ventured beyond U.S. theatrical
revenues (See Ravid, 1999). Considering various sources of income is important for
the analysis because it provides a more comprehensive picture. Our data thus con-
tain domestic box office receipts (LNDOMEST), as well as a proxy for international
revenues (LNINTER), namely the share of domestic distributors in box office re-
ceipts overseas. We also have video revenues. The sum of all these revenues is our
total revenue variable (LNTOTREV). From Variety magazine we also collected the
domestic revenues of the first week (LNWK1DOM). All revenue numbers are
current as of the end of 1993. Our proxy for return on investment is total revenue
divided by budgets (RATE). This measure does not directly reflect profitability to
the studio, but under reasonable assumptions it serves as a good proxy (see Ravid,
1999, for an extensive discussion of the issues regarding this choice).

The movies in our sample were released all through the selected time period
(October 1991–April 1993). While 5.1% of movies in our sample were released
during the peak season of Christmas, 1.7% of the movies in the sample were released
in the off-season of early December. The popular July 4 weekend releases accounted
for 8.6% of the movies in our sample. Several studies (e.g., Krider & Weinberg,

8 In Ravid (1999), however, star power did not end up being a significant determinant of either
revenues or return on investment.
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1998; Radas & Shugan, 1998) have shown that seasonality and the timing of the
release dates are also important to box office revenues for movies (see also Chis-
holm, 2000; Einav, 2006; Ravid, 1999). However, since there are several peaks and
troughs in attendance throughout the year, we use information from Vogel (1998,
figure 2.4, p. 41) to produce a somewhat more sophisticated measure of seasonality.
Vogel constructs a graph, which depicts normalized weekly attendance over the year
(based upon 1969–1984 data). This figure assigns a number between 0 and 1.00 for
each date in the year (where Christmas attendance is 1.00 and early December is
0.35 for high and low points of the year, respectively). We match each release date
with this graph to construct the variable RELEASE in our model to account for
seasonality effects on box office revenue.

4 Results

First, we consider whether we can explain aggregate reviews using proxies for the
type of movie in question and dummies for all the distributors.

In Table 3 we include most of the commonly used control variables (see Ravid,
1999) such as the film’s budget, star status, and MPAA rating, etc., which define
movie types and quality. Thus, if the studio dummies are significant, we can interpret
this finding as equivalent to a statement such as: a big budget family movie from
studio a is more likely to receive good reviews than a big budget family movie from
studio b. Our dependent variables include GOODREV, the fraction of critics with a
positive review, NUMREV, the number of critics reviewing the movie, AVEREV,
the weighted rating of the critics’ opinions, and VARREV, the variance of critics’
opinions. We find that some distribution companies significantly impact each of
these variables, which suggests that distribution companies may be correlated with
overall critics’ opinions.9 Additionally, the results in Table 3 suggest that high
budget films tend to get more reviews, but that these reviews are significantly worse
than average. Similarly, star-studded films tend to get more reviews, but star pres-
ence seems to improve critic’s view of the movie. Interestingly, however, no type of
film, such as sequels, or family films seems to do better than other types of films.
These effects are independent of distributor effects; the coefficients on distributors
and their signs are similar whether or not these control variables are included.

Next, we do a more robust test of the relationship between studios and critics by
examining the impact of studios on individual critics. We consider only those critics
who have reviewed at least 35 movies. This leaves a sample of 56 critics for whom we
run separate regressions. We regress each critic’s reviews (coded to +1, 0, or –1) on a
set of predetermined movie variables including the budget, the star variables, the
award variable, the ratings, and our dummies for distribution companies. We report
the average coefficient for the distribution houses from these regressions, as well as
the number of positive and significant or negative and significant coefficients in
Table 4.

We reran these regressions considering only those critics who have reviewed at
least 50, 75, or 90 movies and find similar overall results. Again, one should keep in
mind that we take into account all the usual control variables. Table 4 makes

9 We note in Table 4 that each studio seems to influence some critics.
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statements that are equivalent to saying: critic x seems to like all big budget family
movies from studio y, but she hates similar movies distributed by studio z.

One may assume that in some cases critics honestly prefer specific movies.
However, it is statistically and conceptually difficult to imagine that a large number
of critics’ views should be correlated with specific studios just by chance. Jointly
testing whether distribution houses impact critics’ opinions for all critics, we find a
X2

DF = 896 equal to 1290.53 in Table 4, which is significant at the 1% (and even at the
0.1%) level. This joint test should not be able to reject the joint hypothesis of no
influence if these opinions were drawn from a random distribution. Similarly,
assuming a somewhat normal distribution, we might expect approximately 10% of
the critics’ opinions to be significantly influenced by distribution houses using a 10%
criterion. However, instead of finding 5 or 6 out of 56 critics to be biased, we find that
26 out of the 56 critics appear to be biased. This high proportion again allows us to
reject the null hypothesis that critics are not influenced by distribution houses. On a
more conceptual level, we note that each distributor typically handles many different

Table 3 Explaining critics’ opinions

GOODREV NUMREV AVEREV VARREV

C 0.631 (3.441)c 5.719 (1.445) 0.433 (1.524) 0.248 (2.047)b

LNBUDGET –0.065 (–2.229)b 3.007 (3.115)c –0.114 (–2.092)b –0.012 (–0.528)
AWARD 0.156 (2.983)c 7.687 (3.355)c 0.313 (3.419)c 0.036 (0.976)
UNKNOWN 0.065 (0.951) –0.310 (–0.155) 0.129 (1.050) 0.012 (0.246)
NEXT 0.004 (0.065) 0.635 (0.228) 0.006 (0.059) 0.016 (0.304)
G 0.008 (0.044) –5.441 (–1.243) –0.105 (–0.429) 0.102 (0.803)
PG –0.154 (–0.967) –0.252 (–0.072) –0.374 (–1.548) 0.028 (0.274)
PG13 –0.133 (–0.883) –0.992 (–0.328) –0.290 (–1.306) 0.151 (1.515)
R –0.119 (–0.802) 0.187 (0.063) –0.289 (–1.329) 0.126 (1.275)
RELEASE –0.032 (–0.257) 8.429 (1.882)a 0.037 (0.174) 0.083 (0.987)
SEQUEL –0.035 (–0.429) –3.767 (–1.277) –0.029 (–0.173) –0.020 (–0.371)
UNIVERS 0.034 (0.422) 5.588 (1.839)a 0.159 (1.023) 0.179 (3.477)c

WARNERBR 0.096 (1.022) 2.571 (0.756) 0.143 (0.804) 0.137 (2.138)b

MIRAMAX 0.035 (0.336) 2.438 (0.793) 0.198 (1.079) 0.007 (0.145)
BUENAVIS –0.085 (–0.931) –2.560 (–0.930) –0.190 (–0.961) 0.090 (0.986)
COLUMBIA 0.222 (2.718)c 4.501 (1.462) 0.397 (2.786)c 0.151 (2.108)b

PARAMNT –0.031 (–0.311) 3.235 (0.977) –0.009 (–0.044) 0.118 (1.535)
FOX20 0.046 (0.597) 2.610 (0.910) 0.116 (0.791) 0.231 (4.860)c

NEWLINE 0.025 (0.307) 1.522 (0.469) 0.039 (0.247) 0.112 (1.658)a

FINELINE 0.153 (1.655)a 4.101 (1.593) 0.324 (2.096)b 0.026 (0.338)
TRISTAR –0.038 (–0.397) 4.665 (1.198) –0.061 (–0.358) 0.144 (2.015)b

SAMGOLD 0.200 (1.891)a 4.993 (1.667) 0.455 (2.945)c 0.009 (0.139)
TOUCHSTN 0.101 (0.744) –0.694 (–0.201) 0.226 (0.827) 0.187 (2.196)b

ORION 0.241 (3.302)c 4.831 (1.908)a 0.470 (3.021)c 0.059 (0.739)
MGM 0.189 (2.478)b 5.001 (1.568) 0.450 (3.466)c 0.136 (3.181)c

DISNEY 0.383 (3.052)c 3.443 (0.551) 0.779 (3.388)c 0.044 (0.257)
TRIMARK –0.161 (–1.554) –5.295 (–1.845)a –0.207 (–1.049) 0.174 (1.373)
Number of Observations 172 172 172 172
Adjusted R2 0.128 0.333 0.151 0.121
LR ratio test for joint

significance of distributors
31.094 19.290 34.551 26.077

p-value for LR test 0.013 0.254 0.005 0.053

t-statistics in parentheses. Standard errors are calculated using White heteroskedastic-consistent
estimates. Dropping the Disney dummy leaves the distributors jointly significant. a, b and c denote
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively
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types of movies. For instance, during our sample period, Universal distributed such
disparate movies as the animated, ‘‘An American Tail: Fievel Goes West,’’ the
Barbara Streisand docudrama, ‘‘Lorenzo’s Oil,’’ and the horror comedy ‘‘Army of
Darkness: Evil Dead 3.’’ Paramount released ‘‘The Addams Family,’’ ‘‘1492: The
Conquest of Paradise,’’ and ‘‘Hellraiser III: Hell on Earth,’’ among others. While
some critics may review more of one type of movie than another, many critics review
all types of movies. For instance, critic 3 gives positive reviews to ‘‘Lorenzo’s Oil,’’
‘‘Army of Darkness: Evil Dead 3,’’ ‘‘The Babe,’’ and ‘‘Kafka,’’ among others. As we
include a number of controls for budget, rating, and other movie specific factors, the
impact of distributors on critics is not likely to be due to a missing variable bias.
Also, in appendix B we provide the list of movies produced by each studio by type.
We can of course characterize them further, but this very basic distribution should
indicate that indeed each studio produces a variety of films, so that it is unlikely that
a reviewer just likes them all, independent of the corporate identity. The negative
coefficients we see for some distributor variables may be because of the relative
treatment of other companies.10 Thus our conclusion is that there indeed exists a
statistical bias by some critics toward some distributors.

Table 4 The average impact of distribution companies on critics’ views

Company Number
of movies

Average
beta

Standard
deviation

Min
beta

Max
beta

Count Positive
significant

Negative
significant

UNIVERS 18 0.074 0.657 –1.398 1.492 56 7 6
WARNERBR 16 0.169 0.626 –1.291 1.777 56 6 0
BUENAVIS 16 –0.172 0.941 –2.078 2.906 54 5 8
COLUMBIA 14 0.366 0.574 –0.809 1.504 55 11 1
PARAMNT 13 0.128 0.770 –1.518 2.005 56 4 3
FOX20 12 0.129 0.668 –1.314 2.593 55 3 2
NEWLINE 11 0.114 0.557 –1.752 1.643 56 6 4
MIRAMAX 10 0.192 0.512 –1.192 1.521 52 3 2
FINELINE 8 0.165 0.546 –1.290 1.473 50 10 2
TRISTAR 8 –0.066 0.697 –1.788 1.987 55 3 9
SAMGOLD 7 0.313 0.690 –0.872 2.404 52 12 3
TOUCHSTN 5 0.197 0.837 –2.892 1.644 48 9 4
ORION 5 0.081 0.783 –2.263 1.479 51 7 6
MGM 4 0.232 0.705 –1.597 2.081 48 6 3
DISNEY 4 0.854 1.000 –1.083 3.028 38 15 1
TRIMARK 4 –0.442 0.980 –1.967 1.526 26 2 12
Likelihood ratio test for joint significance

of distributors (X2
DF = 896)

1290.53

p-value <0.00001
Number of critics with 10% significant companies 26/56

Coefficients from an OLS regression of critics’ reviews on film characteristics and studios for those
critics who reviewed more than 35 movies. The first column gives the number of movies released by
the studio in our sample. Any studio whose movies were not reviewed by a particular critic is
dropped from the corresponding regression. Positive and negative significance refers to significance
at the 10% level using White heteroskedastic-consistent t-statistics

10 The coefficients on distribution houses are best interpreted relative to the omitted dummy for
OTHER distribution house. If these OTHER, smaller distribution houses are on average able to
produce a positive bias (relative to the larger distribution houses), then we would expect to find more
negative than positive coefficients. However, in fact, we find almost twice as many positive significant
coefficients (109) as negative significant coefficients (66), thus suggesting, as one might expect, that
larger distributors are better at creating a positive bias among critics.
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We also tried to run ordered probit regressions on the critics’ opinion variables,
thus not fixing the distance between poor, mixed, and positive reviews. An ordered
probit regression is typically used when the dependent variable describes ranked
outcomes.11 However, we encounter a number of difficulties. First, for almost every
regression, we find that a particular distribution company perfectly predicts a posi-
tive or negative review, thus the estimated coefficient for that company tends toward
positive or negative infinity. Technically, this is known as quasi-complete separation
(see Amemiya, 1985, p. 271–272, for a discussion). Removing these company dum-
mies would bias our results toward not finding a relationship between distributors
and critics. Nevertheless, for a sub-sample of critics, we remove those distribution
companies that cause quasi-complete separation and find that the remaining distri-
bution companies are still jointly statistically significant. Thus, we consider the OLS
methodology a relatively conservative measure of the relationship between distri-
bution companies and film critics.

Taken together, these tests suggest that specific critics appear to be influenced by
specific distributors. In Table 5 we report the characteristics of each critic, including
the number of movies reviewed, the number of positive significant coefficients, and
the number of negative significant coefficients in each regression. We also provide
the p-value for a likelihood ratio test of the hypothesis that the coefficients are equal
to zero for all the distribution houses in explaining that critics’ reviews. As the
figures in Table 5 show, 26 out of the 56 critics have p-values below 10% for the joint
hypothesis that their decisions are partly based on the studio. We acknowledge that
there could be differences between critic 1 and critic 131; however we are only
interested in the presence of overall bias or distributor preference as revealed by the
critics’ reviews.

In order to further test our thesis, we attempt to uncover any direct corporate
links.12 Specifically, we check to see whether any of the primary employers of the
critics were owned by a media company which also distributed films.13 However, in
the time period we consider, only two critics in our sample worked for media
companies that also owned distributors. While the coefficients on those distributors
are positive for those two critics, the sample is too small to draw any conclusions.

It could be that one studio just had a very good run, and produced the best
movies. However, in that case, we would expect to find correlation between one, or
two distribution companies and all critics, whereas what we find is that there are
significant positive and some significant negative effects for many studios and many
critics.

Thus the bias explanation seems the most reasonable one we can come up with.
We turn next to hypotheses 2 and 3.

Hypothesis 2 suggests that audiences can differentiate between biased and
unbiased critics. If this were true, we would expect audiences to give more weight to
the recommendations of presumably unbiased reviewers. Hypothesis 3 suggests that
critics with higher reputation are more likely to have corporate connections than
critics with lower reputation. We test both these hypotheses by constructing two new

11 Typical applications of ordered probit in the literature include bond ratings, levels of education,
opinion surveys, and many others (see the discussion in Greene, 2000).
12 We thank the referees for suggesting this direction.
13 We check Mergent, company histories on-line, annual reports, and Lexis/Nexis to determine
ownership.
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Table 5 Distributors’ impact on individual critics

Critic
number

Number of
movies reviewed

Number distributors
positive significance

Number distributors
negative significance

p-value for
joint significance

Critic 1 49 1 2 0.072
Critic 3 112 2 3 0.108
Critic 4 73 1 4 0.004
Critic 5 36 0 0 0.466
Critic 6 105 1 1 0.086
Critic 8 99 1 3 0.303
Critic 10 108 2 1 0.007
Critic 11 70 2 0 0.005
Critic 12 58 2 0 0.086
Critic 13 65 1 5 0.001
Critic 15 71 0 2 0.501
Critic 16 37 1 0 0.019
Critic 20 47 7 3 <0.001
Critic 23 98 2 1 0.770
Critic 26 74 2 4 0.135
Critic 27 91 0 0 0.806
Critic 29 62 3 0 0.063
Critic 31 92 2 1 0.073
Critic 34 74 0 4 0.378
Critic 37 94 3 0 0.045
Critic 39 73 1 4 <0.001
Critic 47 67 3 0 0.141
Critic 48 48 2 1 0.043
Critic 51 76 2 0 0.150
Critic 53 48 4 0 <0.001
Critic 54 116 1 2 0.459
Critic 56 72 2 1 0.527
Critic 58 69 0 0 0.727
Critic 63 99 6 0 0.202
Critic 68 68 0 2 0.143
Critic 69 71 1 3 0.108
Critic 71 41 1 1 0.185
Critic 72 61 0 0 0.703
Critic 74 101 2 1 0.214
Critic 78 47 3 1 0.198
Critic 79 41 0 0 0.059
Critic 82 82 1 3 0.091
Critic 88 131 2 0 0.273
Critic 89 57 1 0 0.323
Critic 90 84 0 3 0.003
Critic 91 73 0 0 0.236
Critic 92 139 0 0 0.966
Critic 95 59 5 0 0.003
Critic 97 45 4 1 <0.001
Critic 98 55 1 0 0.428
Critic 103 62 9 0 0.024
Critic 110 48 2 1 0.043
Critic 113 42 0 0 0.287
Critic 117 65 0 1 0.139
Critic 126 90 2 0 0.279
Critic 127 41 1 1 0.062
Critic 128 36 5 0 0.176
Critic 129 50 3 1 <0.001
Critic 131 78 2 4 <0.001
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indices of critics’ reviews, separating out the critics who exhibit a significant rela-
tionship (at the 10% level) with the distribution companies from those without such
a relationship. BIASREV is our new index that averages reviews for those critics
that have a significant statistical relationship between their reviews and the studios,
and NOBSREV is our index for those critics who have no statistical relationship
between reviews and studios. Thus we test to see whether, potentially, audiences
respond more to those critics without a significant statistical tie to the distribution
companies. These regressions are presented in Table 6, and they demonstrate the
exact opposite: critics with strong corporate connections appear to have a higher
impact on box office revenues. In other words, audiences seem to be swayed sig-
nificantly by biased critics. One may conjecture that critics who are determined to
push a film will write a much stronger review than critics who simply try to assess the
value of the movie. The control variables are similar to those found in other work
(See Ravid, 1999; DeVany & Walls, 2002; Fee, 2002; Basuroy et al., 2003).

The regressions in Table 6 also provide some evidence supporting our third
hypothesis, as we find that biased critics in fact have a larger impact on revenues
than unbiased critics. This result is consistent with either high reputation critics

Table 6 Do audiences distinguish between types of critics?

Ln
(Domestic)

Ln
(Inter-national)

Ln (Total
Revenue)

Rate Ln (Opening
week/screen)

C –4.499c(–5.444) –4.301c(–6.023) –1.630c(–3.273) –0.504(–0.470) 8.299c(12.178)
LNBUDGET 1.448c(9.082) 1.321c(7.868) 1.114c(11.209) 0.098(0.411) –0.034(–0.306)
AWARD –0.294(–0.867) 0.522(1.316) –0.107(–0.419) 0.179(0.276) 0.343(1.522)
UNKNOWN 0.415(1.194) 0.821b(2.181) 0.079(0.335) –0.116(–0.201) 0.036(0.208)
NEXT 0.100(0.252) 0.034(0.072) 0.108(0.383) 0.187(0.277) –0.196(–0.710)
G 2.035b(2.596) 1.963b(2.145) 1.768c(3.171) 5.011a(1.871) 0.850(0.700)
PG 1.859c(2.673) 1.782c(3.261) 1.371c(3.137) 3.492c(3.433) –0.352(–0.624)
PG13 1.122a(1.845) 1.346b(2.410) 0.744a(1.916) 1.291a(1.712) –0.136(–0.234)
R 1.009a(1.762) 1.216b(2.463) 0.713b(2.013) 1.256b(2.009) –0.046(–0.081)
NOBSREV –0.588(–1.392) –0.619a(–1.792) –0.357(–1.391) –0.623(–1.038) 0.260(0.971)
BIASREV 0.963b(2.161) 0.741a(1.802) 0.428(1.505) 0.970(1.376) 0.631b(2.121)
NUMREV 0.053c(3.135) 0.036a(1.895) 0.032c(2.820) 0.034(1.348) 0.016(1.484)
VARREV 0.001(0.002) –0.349(–0.434) 0.004(0.009) –0.211(–0.163) –0.426(–0.690)
RELEASE 0.280(0.373) –1.027(–1.281) 0.090(0.183) 0.176(0.154) 0.489(1.037)
SEQUEL 0.812(1.508) 0.941(1.539) 0.652a(1.898) 0.980(0.890) –0.049(–0.153)
Number of

observations
168 168 168 168 150

Adjusted R2 0.605 0.431 0.683 0.177 0.256

NOBSREV is an index of critics’ opinions constructed only from those (30/56) whose opinions are
not significantly impacted by distribution companies. BIASREV is an index of critics’ opinions
constructed only from those (26/56) whose opinions are significantly impacted by distribution
companies. t-statistics are in the parentheses, and a, b and c denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and
1% levels, respectively

Table 5 continued

Critic
number

Number of
movies reviewed

Number distributors
positive significance

Number distributors
negative significance

p-value for
joint significance

Critic 133 61 7 0 0.040
Critic 138 48 3 1 0.192
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trading off some of their reputation in exchange for perks, or with more influential
critics being (effectively) targeted by the studios.

We also approach the issue of reputation more directly. Specifically, we code the
media where a critic’s reviews appear, namely, TV, radio, or print, and whether the
critic’s reviews appear in a local or national outlet. Additionally, we control for
critics based in L.A. and those who are based in New York. Television and national
outlets define influential critics, and presumably, consistent with reputation models
surveyed earlier, these are people who are in later stages of their career. Table 5
contains the number of distribution houses with significant negative and positive
coefficients for each critic. We then test to see whether the number of negative or
positive significant coefficients in Table 5 is related to the type of critic. We find that
reviewers based in L.A. have a larger number of positive significant coefficients in
Table 7, and this relationship is significant at the 5% level.

This finding supports our basic premise—if indeed there is a corporate bias, it is
much more significant for people who see each other on a regular basis. Most actors,
directors, and producers are based in Los Angeles and thus are geographically closer
to Los Angeles based reviewers. Our third hypothesis is only marginally supported,
in the sense that TV is marginally significant—that is, more seasoned and well-
known reviewers are somewhat more likely to be biased.

5 Conclusions and discussion

Professional critics dominate and wield significant power in industries such as
investment banking, movies, theater, book publishing, and many others. Recent
research has already established that professional critics tend to influence and pre-
dict box office revenues. In this paper, we find that individual film critics exhibit a
statistical bias toward specific studios. Perhaps the best analog to these findings in a
very different context would be the study by Christie and Schultz (1994). Christie
and Schultz (1994) found that odd eighth quotes were virtually non-existent for 70
out of the 100 actively traded stocks in the Nasdaq. They interpreted their results as
evidence of collusion by market makers to keep spreads wider. Later investigations
proved them right. We do not propose investigations, but we suggest that the sta-
tistical evidence implies some presence of bias.

Table 7 Affiliations and critic bias

Number of positive coefficients

C –0.002 (–0.001)
NUMBER –0.004 (–0.335)
NATIONAL 0.221 (0.360)
PRINT 1.515 (1.402)
RADIO 1.537 (1.402)
TV 1.691 (1.625)
LA 1.681b (2.538)
Number of observations 56
Adjusted R2 0.104

The dependent variable is the number of positive significant coefficients for the distribution houses
for a given critic in our regressions of reviews. The independent variables include the NUMBER of
reviews, whether their primary outlet is NATIONAL or local, and whether they appear in PRINT,
on the RADIO, or on TV, with some critics appearing on multiple outlets. t-statistics are in
parentheses; a, b and c denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively
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No movie executive we talked to was surprised by the suggestion that studios
capture critics’ views. There are abundant press reports on ties between critics and
industry. The Los Angeles Times reporters Robert Welkos and Rachel Abramowitz
(July 20, 2001) describe these junkets in great detail ‘‘the airfare, lodgings and all
meals are all paid by the studio showing the film.’’ We described some of these perks
that critics receive for supplying blurbs earlier in the paper. Not playing along with the
studios also has negative consequences for the critics. Jay Stone reports in the Ottawa
Citizen (June 8, 2001): ‘‘Almost every journalist attending a junket feels there is an
implicit threat that if they misbehave they will be blacklisted from future junkets.’’ We
find evidence for statistical bias, and this bias is stronger for L.A. based reviewers.

In the second part of the paper, we try to assess whether audiences can discern
whether or not a reviewer is biased and act accordingly. We find that consumers do
not appear to place less weight on biased reviews. In fact we find that biased critics
seem to have a stronger impact on box office revenues, and hence, it seems that
consumers are more influenced by such reviewers. We can conjecture that reviewers
who would like to push a film will write a more convincing review. However, the idea
that consumers are influenced by the ‘‘bad guys’’ is also consistent with our third
hypothesis, which suggests that higher reputation critics are more prone to corporate
influence. Taken together, our findings seem to paint a similar picture to the one
which emerges for analysts in the financial arena, namely, that without full disclo-
sure, critics may provide biased reviews, and audiences may not be able to distin-
guish biased from unbiased opinions.

Appendix

Appendix A: Definitions of variables

Dummy variables include

MPAA ratings—G, PG, PG-13 and R where the default is unrated films.
UNKNOWN is a variable which receives the value of 1 if no actor or actress in

the film appears in three standard references.
AWARD receives the value of 1 if any of the cast had received an academy

award.
ANYAWARD, receives a value of one, if one of the actor/actress or director had

been nominated for an award.
NEXT receives the value of 1 one if any leading member of the cast had par-

ticipated in a top-ten grossing movie in the previous year.
SEQUEL receives the value of 1 if the movie is a sequel.

Non-dummy variables include

VALAWARD measures recognition value. For each of the 76 films in the AWARD
category, we summed up the total number of awards and the total number of
nominations.

LNDOMEST, LNINTER, and LNTOTREV denote the natural log of domestic
revenues, international revenues and total revenues respectively for each film (total
revenues include also receipts from home entertainment sales).
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LNBUDGET is the natural log of the film budget.
RATE is total revenues/budget.
RELEASE is a seasonality variable, based upon Vogel (1998).
AVEREV, is an average over the reviewers of all critics, where a positive review

is coded as +1, a mixed review is coded at a 0, and a negative review is coded as a –1.
GOODREV is the average proportion of ‘‘pro’’ reviews.
NUMREV stands for the total number of reviews a movie received.
VARREV is equal to the variance of the critics’ reviews.
NOBSREV is an index of critics’ opinions constructed only from those (30/56)

whose opinions are not significantly impacted by distribution companies.
BIASREV is an index of critics’ opinions constructed only from those (26/56)

whose opinions are significantly impacted by distribution companies.

Appendix B: Types of films

Appendix table 1: Ratings by distributor

Number of movies of each rating category handled by each of the major dis-
tributors in our sample.

Company Number of movies G PG PG13 R

UNIVERS 18 1 3 7 7
WARNERBR 16 0 1 5 10
BUENAVIS 16 2 5 6 3
COLUMBIA 14 0 5 5 4
PARAMNT 13 1 2 4 6
FOX20 12 0 1 1 10
NEWLINE 11 0 0 3 8
MIRAMAX 10 0 2 3 5
FINELINE 8 0 0 1 7
TRISTAR 8 0 1 3 4
SAMGOLD 7 0 0 2 4
TOUCHSTN 5 0 3 0 2
ORION 5 0 2 2 1
MGM 4 0 0 2 2
DISNEY 4 2 2 0 0
TRIMARK 4 0 1 1 2
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